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Abstract 

     This study has significant applications in an intra-uterine fluid motion with tiny particles in a non-pregnant uterus, and this 

situation is vital in inspecting the embryo motion in the uterus. This paper presents the influence of chemical reaction and 

activation energy on peristaltic flow of MHD hyperbolic tangent nanofluid with heat and mass transfer through a non-Darcy 

porous medium in an inclined tapered asymmetric channel with different wave forms. Brownian motion, thermophoresis, 

viscous dissipation, couple stresses, Joule heating, Hall currents, radiation, heat generation/absorption, and thermal diffusion 

and diffusion thermo effects are involved. The coupled non-linear equations that govern the flow are simplified by using the 

long wavelength and low Reynolds number approximations. Then, an analytical method called homotopy perturbation method 

(HPM) have been used to solve the simplified equations. Graphical results are obtained to examine the behaviour of various 

parameters on the velocity, temperature, and nanoparticle concentration distributions. Graphical representations of heat 

transfer coefficient, Nusselt number, Sherwood number and entropy generation are sketched. Physical explanations for the 

results are provided. Findings revealed that Weissenberg number �� has a dual behaviour on the velocity, temperature, and 

nanoparticle concentration profiles. The chemical reaction parameter �, activation energy parameter �, and temperature 

difference parameter �� enhances the velocity, temperature, and nanoparticle concentration profiles.   

Keywords: Peristaltic, nanodluid, couple stress, radiation, hyperbolic tangent fluid, tapered asymmetrc channel, HPM 

1. Introduction 

     Peristalsis is a form of fluid transport that occurs 

due to the contraction and expansion of extensible 

tube/channel which produces a progressive waves 

traveling along the length of tube/channel walls. The 

word peristaltic is derived from the Greek word 

''Peristaltikos'' which means clasping and 

compressing. Peristaltic is an inherent property of 

many tubular organs of the living bodies which plays 

an important role in transporting the physiological 

fluids. Peristalsis occurs in many parts of the human 

and animal bodies including the stomach, 

gastrointestinal tract, and small intestines. Moreover, 

swallowing food through the esophagus, the motion 

of chyme in the gastrointestinal tract, the movement 

of an ovum in a fallopian tube, the transport of lymph 

in lymphatic vessels, the passage of bile from the gall 

bladder to the duodenum, the flow of urine from the 

kidneys to the bladder, and lymph transport in the 

lymphatic vessel exhibit peristalsis. Furthermore, 

peristalsis plays an important role in designing of 

numerous devices like heart lung machines, dialysis 

machines and blood pump machines that pump the 

blood during many biomedical processes. Eldabe et 
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al. [1] studied wall properties effect on the peristaltic 

motion of a coupled stress fluid with heat and mass 

transfer through a porous media. Eldabe et al. [2] 

investigated the effects of heat and mass transfer on 

Casson fluid between two co-axial tubes with 

peristalsis. El-dabe and Abou-Zeid
 
[3] studied the 

radially varying magnetic field effect on peristaltic 

motion with heat and mass transfer of a non-

Newtonian fluid between two co-axial tubes. Eldabe 

et al. [4] studied homotopy perturbation approach for 

Ohmic dissipation and mixed convection effects on 

non-Newtonian nanofluid flow between two co-axial 

tubes with peristalsis. Recently, there are many 

researches that are related to the peristaltic motion 

with various geometries [5-12].   

     Activation energy is defined as the lowest quantity 

of energy to initiate a chemical reaction. The 

activation energy is acting as a fence that separates 

two energy states. Once this energy is crossed, the 

chemical reaction gets started. Many researchers 

investigated the influence of activation energy on 

MHD peristaltic flow of non-Newtonian nanofluids 

with heat and mass transfer in the presence of couple 

stresses due to its wide applications in medical 

science. Ellahi et al. [13] studied peristaltic blood 

flow of couple stress fluid suspended with 

nanoparticles under the influence of chemical 

reaction and activation energy. Hayat et al. [14] 

studied activation energy and non-Darcy resistance in 

magneto peristalsis of Jeffrey material. Nisar et al. 

[15] investigated the significance of activation energy 

in radiative peristaltic transport of Eyring-Powell 

nanofluid. Hayat et al. [16] studied the nonlinear 

radiative peristaltic flow of Jeffrey nanofluid 

with activation energy and modified Darcy’s law. 

Ibrahim et al. [17] studied the the inflence of 

chemical reaction and activation energy on MHD 

Bingham nanofluid flow inside a non-Darcy porous 

medium. Ismael et al. [18] analysed the activation 

energy and chemical reaction effects on MHD 

Bingham nanofluid flow through a non-Darcy porous 

media.  

     Tangent hyperbolic fluid is a non-Newtonian fluid 

in which the constitutive equation is valid for low and 

high shear rates. Many researchers have been studied 

the flow of tangent hyperbolic fluid under the 

influence of various effects. Nadeem and Akram [19] 

investigated magnetohydrodynamic peristaltic flow 

of a hyperbolic tangent fluid in a vertical asymmetric 

channel with heat transfer. Nadeem and Akram [20] 

also analysed the peristaltic transport of a hyperbolic 

tangent fluid model in an asymmetric Channel. Hayat 

et al. [21] studied the endoscopic effect in MHD 

peristaltic activity of hyperbolic tangent nanofluid. 

Hayat et al. investigated [22] the 

magnetohydrodynamic effects on peristaltic flow of 

hyperbolic tangent nanofluid with slip conditions and 

Joule heating in an inclined channel.  

     The couple stress fluid is a special type of non-

Newtonian fluid feature in which the effects of the 

particles size are taken into account. The couple 

stress fluid model plays a significance role in 

describing some of the non-Newtonian flow 

properties of blood in arteries. Many studies of non-

Newtonian fluids with couple stresses effect have 

been reported. Homotopy perturbation method for 

couple stresses effect on MHD peristaltic flow of a 

non-Newtonian nanofluid investigated by Abou-zeid 

[23]. Alsaedi et al. [24] investigated the effect of 

couple stresses on the peristaltic flow through a 

uniform porous medium. Ismael et al. [25] 

investigated thermal micropolar and couple stresses 

effects on peristaltic flow of biviscosity nanofluid 

through a porous medium. Abuiyada et al. [26] 

investigated the effects of couple stress, and thermal 

diffusion and diffusion thermo on a chemically 

reacting MHD peristaltic transport of Bingham 

plastic nanofluid.   

     In the current investigation we discuss the impact 

of activation energy, couple stresses, and Hall 

currents of peristaltic flow of MHD hyperbolic 

tangent nanofluid through a non-Darcy porous 

medium in an inclined tapered asymmetric channel 

with heat and mass transfer. The influence of viscous 

dissipation, Joule heating, radiation, heat 

generation/absorption, and thermal diffusion and 

diffusion thermo effects are taken into consideration. 

Further, Brownian motion and thermophoresis are 

involved. The coupled non-linear equations 

governing the flow are simplified by using the long 

wavelength and low Reynolds number 

approximations. Then, homotopy perturbation 

method (HPM) is used to solve the simplified non-

linear equations. Graphical results for velocity, 

temperature, and nanoparticle concentration profiles 

are sketched for various values of interest parameters. 

Physical explanations of the obtained results are 

provided. Furthermore, graphical results of heat 
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transfer coefficient, entropy generation, Nusselt 

number, and Sherwood number are presented. This 

study has significant applications in an intra-uterine 

fluid motion with tiny particles in a non-pregnant 

uterus, and this situation is very important in 

examining the embryo motion in the uterus. 

2. Mathematical Formulation 

     We consider a peristaltic flow of MHD hyperbolic 

tangent nanofluid through a non-Darcy porous 

medium in a two-dimensional tapered asymmetric 

channel of width �	 inclined at an angle 
 as shown 

in figure 1. The flow is induced due to the sinusoidal 

waves traveling along the tapered asymmetric walls 

with constant speed �. The Cartesian coordinates are 

assumed in which the �-axis lies along the channel 

axis, while the -axis is perpendicular to it. Also, the 

velocity components � and � lie along  � and  

directions, respectively. The geometry of the lower 

wall � � �� and the upper wall � � �� of the 

channel can be describe as 

 � � ����, �� � �	 � ��� � �� ��� �� 
! �� �

��� " #$                                                                             
(1) � � ����, �� � 	 " ��� " �� ��� �� 

! �� � ���$   

(2) 

where �� is the non-uniform parameter of the tapered 

asymmetric channel, �� and �� are the amplitudes of 

lower and upper walls, ! is the wavelength, and # 

denotes the phase difference which varies in the 

range % & # &  . Note that # � % corresponds to 

asymmetric channel with waves out of phase, i.e., the 

both walls are moving outward or inward 

simultaneously. Moreover, ��, ��, 	, and # satisfy 

the  following condition 

��� " ��� " ����� '() # & ��	��                             

(3) 

Here, we assume the fluid to be electrically 

conducting in the presence of a uniform magnetic 

field * � �%, %, *%� applied in the +-direction. The 

current density , including the Hall effect can be 

expressed after ignoring the ion-slip effect as follows 

[22] 

 , � -.�/ " � 0 *� � -
1�1 �, 0 *�                          (4) 

where -. is the electric conductivity of the fluid / is 

the electric field, � is the vector velocity, 1 is the 

electric charge and �1 is the number density of 

electrons. The induced magnetic field and electric 

field are ignored for a small Reynolds magnetic 

number with no polarization voltage. Therefore, 

equation (4) can be rewritten as follows 

  , � -. *%�2�� 3 �� " � ��4̂ " ��� �  ��6 78                
(5) 

where � � -*%1�1   is the Hall parameter. Lorentz force 

per unit volume , 0 * and Joule heating 
,.,
-. can be 

obtained through equation (5) as follows 

: � , 0 * � -. *%��2�� 3 ��� �  ��4̂ � �� " ���6 78          
(6) 

 

,.,
-. � -. *%��2�� ��� " ���                                               (7) 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Geometry of the problem 

The constitutive equation that obeys the behavior of 

hyperbolic tangent fluid is defined as [13, 14]  

; � �3<= " �<% " <=� >?@A�BCD ��8CD                      
(8) 

where ; is the extra stress tensor, <= is the infinite 

shear rate viscosity, <% is the zero shear rate 
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viscosity, � is the power law index, B is the time 

constant, and CD  is defined as follows 

 CD � E�
� ∑ ∑ CD  �G CD  G�G�  =E�

� H                                   (9) 

where H � �IJ��KIJ	� " �KIJ	��L� is the 

second invariant strain tensor. Here, we consider 

equation (8) when <= � %, and BCD < �. Therefore, 

the component of extra stress tensor can be written as 

; � �<%�BCD ��CD � �<%�� " BCD � ���CD ��<%N� " ��BCD � ��OCD                                           
(10) 

Eq. (10) in component form is defined as follows 

;�� � ��<%3� " ��BCD � ��8 P�
P�                           

(11) 

;� � ;� � �<%3� " ��BCD � ��8 QP�
P " P�

P�R      

(12) 

; � ��<%3� " ��BCD � ��8 P�
P                            

(13) 

CD � S� QP�
P�R� " QP�

P " P�
P�R� " � P�

PT� �U
                 (14) 

Hence, the equations governing the flow for the 

inclined channel of MHD hyperbolic tangent 

nanofluid through a non-Darcy porous medium in the 

presence of Brownian motion, thermophoresis, 

couple stresses, radiation, Joule heating, viscous 

dissipation, chemical reaction and activation energy, 

heat generation/absorption, and thermal diffusion and 

diffusion thermo effects may be written as [27-36]                                                                                     
P�
P� " P�

P � %                                                            (15)                   

V. QP�
P� " � P�

P� " � P�
PR � � PW

P� " P;��P� " P;�P �
V.K )X@ 
 NYL�L � L%� "  YZ�Z � Z%�O �

-*%� �2�� �� � ��� � <� P[�
P[ � \.]� � � V. Z�^]� ��         (16) 

V. QP�
P� " � P�

P� " � P�
PR � � PW

P " P;�P� " P;P �
V.K '() 
 NYL�L � L%� "  YZ�Z � Z%�O �

-*%� �2�� �� " ��� � <� P[�
P[ � \.]� � � V. Z�

^]� ��          (17) 

�V��. QPL
P� " � PL

P� " � PL
PR � _. QP�L

P�� " P�L
P�R � P`IP "

Q;�� P�
 P� " ;� QP�

P " P�
P�R " ; P�

PR "
�V��a b c* Q PZ

P�
PL
P� " PZ

P
PL
P R  " cLL� SQPL

P�R� "
QPL

PR�Td " c*eL�� QP�Z
P�� " P�Z

P�R " -.*%���2��� N�� " ��O "
f%�L � L%�                                                            

(18) 

PZ
P� " � PZ

P� " � PZ
P  �

c* QP�Z
P�� " P�Z

P�R  "  QcL2c* eLL� R QP�L
P�� " P�L

P�R �
eI� �Z � Z%� Q L

L%R 1ga Q� /J] LR                                

(19)                        

The corresponding boundary conditions are given as 

[5] 

� � %, 
P��
P� � %,  L � L%, Z � Z%, at � � ��  

� � %, 
P��
P� � %, L � L�, Z � Z�, at  � � ��        

(20)                                 

The radiative heat flux `I is given by [37-40]                                                                                   

`I � h[-∗
j]k

 PL[
Pk                                                          (21) 

where -∗ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ]k is 

the mean absorption coefficient. Here, the difference 

in temperature within the flow is sufficiently small. 

Thus, by expanding the term L[ in Taylor series 

about temperature L% we obtain 

L[ � L%[ " [ L%j�L � L%� " l L%� �L � L%�� " ⋯ 

(22) 

By neglecting higher order terms in equation (22) 

beyond the first order in �L � L%�, we get 

L[ ≅ [ L%jL � jL%[                                                (23) 
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By substituting equation (23) into equation (21), we 

obtain                                                                               

`I � � �l -∗L%jj]k
 PL
P                                                    (24)            

Transformation between laboratory and moving 

frames is given as 

� � , g � � � ��, a�g, �� � W��, , ��, o � � ��, p � ��g, �, ��, L�g, �� � L��, , ��, Z�g, �� �Z��, , ��                                                               (25) 

where �o, p� are the components of velocity in wave 

frame �g, ��. Defining the following non-

dimensional quantities 

o∗ � o
�, p∗ � p

�q, g∗ � g
!, �∗ � �

	, �∗ � ��
! ,W∗ � 	�W

�!\., 

�� � r�	 , �� � r�	 , ]� � �s !
	 , J � ��	 , � � ��	 , 

t � LhL%L�hL%, u � ZhZ%Z�hZ% , ;�G∗ � 	
�\. ;�G, v � J

	, k1 �
V.�	

\.  , q � 	
! , w � E -

\. *%	, WI � \.�a].  , /� �
��

�aNL�xL%O, *I � /� WI, cJ � ]� 	� , k � [-∗L%j].]k , 

y� �  z� c*{ �Z� � Z%�, y� � z� cL{ L� �L� � L%�, 

;� � {
c*, Z. � V. Z� 	��

\. ^]� , co � c* eL �Z�hZ%�  
\.���.  �L�hL%�, 

;I � c* eL �L�hL%�  
{ L� �Z�hZ%� , |I � V. } YL 	��L�hL%� 

 �\. , |� �
V. } YZ 	��Z�hZ%� 

 � \. , V� � L�hL%L% , / � /Je L% , ~ � eI� 	�
c* , 

� � �% 	�
\.�a , C� � E\.<� 	,  �1 � B�

	                                                     

(26)      

Here, we assume Reynolds number and the wave 

number q � �	 !⁄ � to be small �k1 ≈ %, q ≈ %�. By 

applying the transformation between laboratory and 

moving frames in equation (25) and using the non-

dimensional quantities in equation (26), the 

equations of continuity, momentum, temperature, 

and nanoparticles concentration (15)-(19) can be 

rewritten after applying the low Reynolds number 

and long-wavelength approximations as follows                                                                                    
Po
Pg " Pp

P� � %                                                            (27)                        

PW
Pg � P;g�P�  � �|I t "�' u�)X@ 
 � Q  w�

 �2�� "
�

cJR �o " ��� Z. �o " ��� � �
 C��

P[o
P�[                                      

(28)                                                                                        

PW
P� � %                                                                    (29) 

Q� " [
j kR P�t

P�� " *I ;g� Po
P� " y� WI Pu

P�
Pt
P� "

y� WI QPt
P�R� " co WI P�u

P�� " w� *I 
�2�� �o " ��� "

� WI t � %                                                            (30)                                                  

P�u
P�� " Qy�

y� " ;� ;IR P�t
P�� �

~ u �V�t " ��1ga Q� /
�V�t2��R � %                       

(31) 

where, 

 ;g� � 3� " ���1 CD � ��8 Po
P�, ;gg � ;�� � %, and 

CD � bQPo
P�R�d� �U

                                                       (32)    

The boundary conditions in equation (20) can be 

rewritten in the dimensionless form as follows  

o � %, 
P�o
P�� � %, t � u � %, at  � � r� � �� �

]�g � J ��� �� 
! �g � �� " #$  

o � %, 
P�o
P�� � %, t � u � �, at  � � r� � � " ]�g "

� ��� �� 
! �g � ��$                                       (33)    

3. Method of Solution: Homotopy perturbation 

Method (HPM) 

     Semi-analytical results are produced by using 

homotopy perturbation method (HPM). HPM 

recommends to write equations (28), (30), and (31) as 

follows [41-45]  

�1 � ��N������ � �������O " � Q����� � ������  "
��� � "Gc ��sin � " Q  ��

 �2�� " �
��R �� "

1�" ��  �� " 1� R � 0                                           (34) 
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�1 � ��N� ��� � � ����O " � ¢� ��� "
�

Q�2£¤¥R S¦� §¨� �©
�� " ª« ¬� �

��
�®
�� " ª¯ ¬� Q�®

��R  "
°� ¬� ��

��� " �� ±² 
�2�� �� " 1�  " ³ ¬� �T´ � 0      (35) 

�1 � ��N� ��� � � ����O " � µ� ��� "
Q¶·

¶¸ " §¹ §�R � ��� �
� � ���� " 1��º� Q� »

�¼½®2��R¾ � 0                     (36)                                                                                                                               

with �� � �
¿½�

�£
��£ " �À

�¨, and Á  � ��
��� as the linear 

operators. The initial boundary conditions ��, ��, and �� are given as  

�� � �
 Â �ℎ� � Ä��ℎ  � Ä�Nℎ�  " ℎ   " ℎ  Ä � Ä  "

ℎ���3ℎ  " Ä�OÆ�  �À
�¨, �� � �� � Ç½h�

Ç½hÇ�                (37) 

The solution of �, �, and � can be expressed in terms 

of power series form as follows ��, �, �� � ���, ��, ��� " � ���, ��, ��� "�  �� , � , � � " ⋯                                               (38) 

where � ∈ 30,18 is the embedding parameter. The 

solution of velocity, temperature, and nanoparticle 

concentration for � � 1 may be written as follows: 

��º, Ä� � �
 Â �ℎ� � Ä��ℎ  � Ä�Nℎ�  " ℎ   " ℎ  Ä �

Ä  " ℎ���3ℎ  " Ä�OÆ�  �À
�¨ " ¹�Ä " ¹ Ä  " ¹ÉÄÉ "

¹ÂÄÂ " ¹ÊÄÊ " ¹ËÄË " ¹ÌÄÌ " ¹ÍÄÍ " ¹ÎÄÎ "¹��Ä�� " ¹��Ä�� " ¹� Ä�  " ¹�ÉÄ�É " ¹�ÂÄ�Â "¹�ÊÄ�Ê " ¹�ËÄ�Ë " ¹�ÌÄ�Ì " "¹�ÍÄ�Í " ¹�ÎÄ�Î "¹ �Ä � " ¹ �                                                          (39) 

��º, Ä� � Ç½h�
Ç½hÇ� "¹  Ä " ¹ ÉÄ  " ¹ ÂÄÉ " ¹ ÊÄÂ "

¹ ËÄÊ " ¹ ÌÄË " ¹ ÍÄÌ " ¹ ÎÄÍ " ¹É�ÄÎ " ¹É�Ä�� "¹É Ä�� " ¹ÉÉÄ�  " ¹ÉÂÄ�É " ¹ÉÊÄ�Â " ¹ÉËÄ�Ê "¹ÉÌÄ�Ë " ¹ÉÍÄ�Ì " "¹ÉÎÄ�Í " ¹Â�Ä�Î " ¹Â�         (40)                                                                                                                                         

��º, Ä� � Ç½h�
Ç½hÇ� "¹Â Ä " ¹ÂÉÄ  " ¹ÂÂÄÉ " ¹ÂÊÄÂ "

¹ÂËÄÊ " ¹ÂÌÄË " ¹ÂÍÄÌ " ¹ÂÎÄÍ " ¹Ê�ÄÎ " ¹Ê�Ä�� "¹Ê Ä�� " ¹ÊÉÄ�  " ¹ÊÂÄ�É " ¹ÊÊÄ�Â"¹ÊË             (41) 

Here, ¹� - ¹ÊË are not given here to save space, but 

they are available upon request. Heat transfer 

coefficient Ï�º�, Nusselt number ª�, and Sherwood 

number §ℎ at the upper wall of the channel are 

defined as follows [26] 

Ï�º� � �Ç��¨ Q�®
��R�⟶Ç�

 ,  ª� � � Q�®
��R�⟶Ç�

,  §ℎ �
� Q�

��R�⟶Ç�
                                                           (42) 

we obtained the above expressions by substituting 

equations (39)-(41) into equation (42), and then we 

used the software Mathematica package to evaluate 

them numerically for different parameters of the 

problem. 

 

4. Entropy generation 

    The entropy generation equation is modified by 

involving Joule heating, radiation, and heat 

generation/absorption as follows [18] 

ªÑ � Q�®
��R  " �

Q�2£¤¥R  S¦� §¨� �©
�� " ª« ¬� �

��
�®
�� "

ª¯ ¬� Q�®
��R  " °� ¬� ��

��� " �� ±² 
�2�� �� " 1�  "

³ ¬� �T                                                                  (43) 

5. Results and discussion 

     In this section, we present a set of figures to 

analyse the behaviour of some parameters of MHD 

peristaltic flow of hyperbolic tangent nanofluid 

through a non-Darcy porous medium in an inclined 

tapered asymmetric channel. Here, we obtained the 

velocity, temperature and nanoparticle concentration 

profiles by taking the following fixed values Ò � ¯ �
Ó� � �� � �� � °Ô � 0.1, °� � º � Ô � 0.2, 

« � 0.3, §� �  �� � � � Æ� � 0.5, §¹ � 0.8, 

ª¯ � ª« � ¬� � ¦� � ³ � Ø � Ù � 1, Ú � �� �
�¹ � � � 2, � � Û

Ë, Ü � Û
 ,  

ÝÀ
Ý¨ � 10. Furthermore, 

we obtained plots of the impact of various parameters 

on heat transfer coefficient, Nusselt number, 

Sherwood number and entropy generation. 
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Figure 2: Variation of Æ�on � 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Variation of � on � 

      The variation of the velocity distribution � along 

the normal axis Ä for different values of of the couple 

stress parameter Æ�and the chemical reaction 

parameter � is illustrated in figures (2) and (3), 

respectively. We observed from these figures that the 

velocity � decreases rapidly with an increase of Æ�, 

while it increases by increasing �. The results in 

figure (2) may be due to the fact that the couple 

stresses spending some energy to rotate the fluid 

nanoparticles, and by that reducing the velocity. 

However, once the chemical reaction starts the 

friction and collisions between the fluid naoprticles 

increase, thus, the velocity enhances.  

 

Figure 4: Variation of Ø on � 

 

Figure 5: Variation of �� on � 

Moreover, we noticed from these figures that the 

velocity profile is parabolic. We also observed from 

that the velocity � for various values of Æ� and � 

becomes lower along the normal axis y to reach the 

minimum value at the centre of the channel (at Ä �
0), after which it increases again. Note that the 

minimum value of the velocity � decreases with an 

increase of Æ�, while it increases as �  increases. 

Further, figures (4) shows that the effect of Hall 

parameter Ø on the velocity profile � is similar to the 

effect of Æ� that is given in figure (2). but the curves 

that describe the effect of Ø on velocity profile � are 

closer to each other comparing to those curves in 

figure (2). Physically, an increase in Hall parameter 

Ø causes a reduction in the electrical conductivity 

which reduces the damping force of magnetic 

strength, and accordingly, the velocity is increased. 

The influence of ¦�, ª¯, ª«, ³, °Ô, Ô, « and Ó� is 

found to be similar to the effect of Ø that is captured 

in figure (3). Also, the impact of �� and �¹ on the 
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velocity profile � is extremely close to the effect of 

Æ� that is given in figure (2). Moreover, the effect of 

Ò, Ù, ��, Ú, �, ��, and �  on the velocity � is 

comparable to the impact of  � that is displayed in 

figure (3). Note that these figures are omitted here for 

want of space. Fig. (5) shows the behavior of the 

velocity distribution with the normal axis Ä for 

various values of the Weissenberg number ��. We 

observed that the velocity � has a dual behavior 

under the infuence of ��. Fig. (5) shows that the 

behaviour of the velocity � changes at Ä � 0.2, in 

which it decreases by increasing the value of �� in 

the interval �1.2 & Ä & 0.2, while it increases with 

an increases of �� in the interval 0.2 & Ä & 1.2. 

Further, figure (5) depicts that velocity profile � 

becomes lower along the normal axis Ä till reaches 

the maximum value at the central part of the channel, 

after which it increases.  

 

Figure 6: Variation of °� on � 

 

Figure 7: Variation of Ò on � 

     Figs. (6) and (7) show the behavior of the 

temperature distribution � with the normal axis Ä for 

various values of the Dufour number °� and 

radiation parameter Ò, respectively. We observed that 

the temperature increases as °� increases, while it 

decreases by increasing Ò. Actually, Dufour number 

°� is involved in temperature equation by 

concentration gradient. Therefore, an increase in the 

value of °� enhances the concentration gradient 

which accordingly rises the temperature. Physically, 

an increase in Dufour number °� results in a 

decrease in the fluid viscosity, thus, the velocity 

enhances which accordingly increases the 

temperature due to the movement of the fluid 

particles with faster molecular vibrations. Further, 

radiation reduces the energy which causes a decay in 

the temperature. It is clear from figures (6) and (7) 

that the change of the temperature � along the normal 

axis Ä becomes greater and reaches the maximum 

value, after which it decreases. Note that the 

maximum value of � increases by increasing the 

value of °�, whereas it decreases with an increase of 

Ò. We found that the effect of Æ�, Ù, Ø, ��, �� and 

�¹ on temperature � is similar to the effect of Ò that 

is capted in figure (7). But, the cuves that are 

obtained for , Ø, ��, �� and �¹ are closer to each 

other comparing with those that obtained for Ò. Note 

that thses plots are not provided here to aviod any 

kind of duplication. Figs. (8) and (9) illustrate the 

influence of Weissenberg number ��, and 

thermophoresis parameter ª¯ on the temperature 

profile � against the normal axis Ä. It is clear that the 

temperature has a dual behavior under the effect of 

the both �� and ª¯.  
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Figure 8: Variation of �� on � 

 

Figure 9: Variation of ª¯ on � 

Fig. (8) shows that the temperature decreases with the 

increase of �� in the interval �1.2 & Ä & �0.2, 

while it increases by increasing �� in the interval 

�0.2 & Ä & 1.2. Fig. (9) illustrates that as ª¯ 

increases, the temperature increases in the interval 

�1.2 & Ä & 0.6, whereas it decreases by increasing 

ª¯ in the interval 0.6 & Ä & 1.2. Figs. (8) and (9) 

show that the curves of the influence of �� on the 

temperature intersect at Ä � �0.2, while the curves o 

ª¯ intersect at Ä � 0.6. Moreover, the change of the 

temperature � for different values of �� and ª¯ 

along the normal axis Ä becomes greater and reaches 

the maximum value, after which it decreases. Note 

that the maximum value of � increases by increasing 

the value of both �� and ª¯. The influence of ª« on 

temperature � is found to be similar to the effect of 

ª¯ that is given in figure (9), and this figure is not 

given here to prevent any kind of duplication.  

 

Figure 10: Variation of �� on � 

 

Figure 11: Variation of ³ on � 

Fig. (10) shows that the effect of chemical reaction 

parameter � is comparable to the effect of  Dufour 

number °� on the temperature profile that is given in 

figure (6). But, the chemical reaction parameter � 

does not affect the temperature profile in the interval 

�1.2 & Ä & �0.3. We also obtained similar effect on 

the temperature profile as in figure (10) for the 

activation energy parameter � and the temperature 

difference parameter ��. Note that these figures are 

not displayed here for want of space. We observed 

from figure (11) that the influence of the heat 

generation/absorption parameter ³ on the 

temperature profile is extremely close to the effect of 

Dufour number °� that is captured in figure (6). In 

fact, heat generation enhances the energy which 

enhances the temperature. Furthermore, the impact of 

different values of ¦�, Ú, °Ô, Ô, «, Ó� and � is 

similar to the effect of °� that is illustrated in figure 
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(6). But, the curves that obtained for °Ô and � are 

closer to each other comparing with the curves that 

obtained for °�. Note that these figures are not 

provided here to avoid any kind of repetition.  

 

Figure 12: Variation of §� on �                                      

 

Figure 13: Variation of Æ� on � 

     The influence of Schmidt number §¹ and the 

couple stress parameter Æ� on the nanoparticle 

concentration distribution � is depicted in figures 

(12) and (13), respectively. These graphs depict that 

the nanoparticle concentration � decreases by 

increasing the value of §¹, whereas it increases with 

the increase of  Æ�. Physically, an increase in the 

value of §¹ reduces the mass diffusion rate, which 

causes the nanoparticles to move away with more 

speed. Thus, the nanoparticle concentration reduces. 

Additionally, the variation of the nanoparticle 

concentration distribution � for various values of §¹ 

and Æ� becomes lower along the normal axis y to 

reach the lowest value at the central part of the 

channel, after which it increases and ends up with the 

maximum value. Note that the lowest value of � 

decreases by increasing §¹, while it increases as Æ� 

increases.  

 

Figure 14: Variation of �� on �                                      

 

Figure 15: Variation of « on � 

Figs. (14) and (15) show that the nanoparticle 

concentration distribution � has a dual behaviour 

under the influence of Weissenberg number �� and 

amplitude of the upper wall «. Fig. (14) illustrates 

that the nanoparticle concentration profile � 

increases with an increases of �� in the interval 

�1.2 & Ä & 0, while it decreases by increasing �� 

in the interval 0 & Ä & 1.2. Fig. (14) shows that the 

curves intersect at Ä � 0. Further, the nanoparticle 

concentration distribution � increases by increasing 

the value of amplitude of the upper wall « in the 

interval �1.2 & Ä & 0.3, whereas it decreases as « 
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increases in the interval 0.3 & Ä & 1.2. Note that the 

curves in figure (15) intersect at Ä � 0.3. 

 

Figure 16: Variation of §� on � 

 

Figure 17: Variation of � on � 

Fig. (16) shows that the influence of Soret number §� 

on that the nanoparticle concentration distribution � 

is very close to the influence of Schmidt number §¹ 

that is depicted in figure (12). Moreover, figure (17) 

illustrates that the influence of the activation energy 

parameter � is comparable of the influence of the 

couple stress parameter Æ� on the nanoparticle 

concentration distribution � that is shown in figure 

(13). Similar effect on nanoparticle concentration 

distribution � to that given in figure (15) is obtained 

for Ó�. We also observed that the influence of ª¯, ³, 

Ú and ¦� is comparable to the effect of §¹ that is 

given in figure (12). Furthermore, the impact of Ò, �, 

ª«, Ù, Ø, ��, and � on  the nanoparticle 

concentration distribution � is similar to that is given 

in figure (13). Note that these figures are not given 

here for want of space. 

 

Figure 18: Variation of ª« on ªÑ 

 

Figure 19: Variation of Ù on ªÑ 

     Fig. (18) and Fig. (19) are obtained to investigate 

the sequences of the Brownian motion parameter ª« 

and the power law index of hyperbolic tangent fluid 

model Ù on the entropy generation number ªÑ, 

respectively. These figures illustrate that the 

distribution of entropy generation number ªÑ has a 

dual behaviour under the effect of ª« and Ù. Fig. 

(18) depicts that the entropy generation number ªÑ 

increases by increasing the value of ª« in the interval 

�1.2 & Ä & 0, while it decrease as ª« increases in 

the interval 0 & Ä & 1.2. However, it has an opposite 

behaviour under the effect of the hyperbolic tangent 

fluid model Ù. Note that the entropy generation 

number ªÑ decreases along the normal axis Ä with an 

increases in ª«. But, it increases along the normal 

axis Ä with the increase of Ù to reach the minimum 

value, after which it increases. 
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      Figure 20: Variation of Ò on Ï�º�       

 

       Figure 21: Variation of Ú on Ï�º�  

 

             Figure 22: Variation of �� on Ï�º�    

     The variation in heat transfer coefficient Ï�º� 

with the parallel coordinate º for various values of  

the radiation parameter Ò and Hartman number Ú at 

the upper wall of the channel is displayed in figures 

(20) and (21), respectively. The dimensionless 

expression for heat transfer coefficient Ï�º� defines 

the rate of heat transfer or heat flux at the upper wall. 

It is clear from these figures that an oscillatory 

behavior occurs between Ï�º� and º-axis due to the 

propagation of the peristaltic waves along the channel 

walls. Fig. (20) shows that the absolute value of Ï�º� 

decreases with an increase in radiation parameter Ò. 

However, figure (21) depicts that the effect of 

Hartman number Ú on Ï�º� behaves in an opposite 

manner to the effect of Ò on Ï�º�. We observed that 

the absolute value of Ï�º� increases slightly under 

the influence of �� as displayed in figure (22).     

 

Figure 23: Variation of �� on ª� 

 

Figure 24: Variation of Ù on ª�    

     Figs. (23) and (24) depict the impact of 

Weissenberg number �� and the power law index of 

hyperbolic tangent fluid model Ù on Nusselt number 

ª�. We observe from these graphs that an increase of 

�� increases Nusselt number ª�, whereas ª� 

decreases with a increases in the power law index of 

hyperbolic tangent fluid model Ù. Furthermore, the 

relation between ª� and º-axis seems to be a wavy 

relation , i.e., ª� increases or decreases by increasing 

º-axis. It is clear from figure (23) that the minimum 
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value of ª� appears three times in one period, while 

ª� has a maximum value at the end of the period.  

                                              

 

Figure 25: Variation of Ø on ª� 

 

Figure 26: Variation of ª« on ª� 

Fig. (24) shows that the maximum value of ª� 

appears three times in the same period, and ª� has a 

minimum value at the end of the period.  Note that 

the curves of ª� for various values of  �� becomes 

more close to each other in the interval 0.6 & º &
0.9. Moreover, the influence of Hall parameter Ø and 

the Brownian motion parameter ª« on Nusselt 

number ª� is illustrated in figures (25) and (26). We 

see from these figures that an increase of Ø dereases 

Nusselt number ª�, whereas ª� increases with an 

increases in ª«. Also, these figures show that the 

relation between ª� and º-axis seems to be a wavy 

relation , i.e., ª� increases or decreases by increasing 

º-axis. Figs. (25) and (26) show that ª� has a 

maximum value at º � 0.7, while the minimum value 

appears in three positions in one period.   

 

 

Figure 27: Variation of a on §ℎ 

 

Figure 28: Variation of Ó′  on §ℎ                                        

 

Figure 29: Variation of �� on §ℎ 

     The behavior of Sherwood number §ℎ with 

various values of the amplitude of the lower wall Ô 

and the non-uniform parameter of the tapered 

asymmetric channel Ó� is given in figures (27) and 

(28). The relation between §ℎ and º-axis seems to be 

a wavy relation, i.e., §ℎ increases or decreases by 

increasing º-axis. It is obvious from figure (27) that 

Sherwood number §ℎ has a dual behaviour under the 

influence of the amplitude of the lower wall Ô in 
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which it decreases in the interval 0.0 & º & 0.3 ∪
 0.9 & º & 1.2, while it increases in the interval 

0.3 & º & 0.9. Note that the curves for the influence 

of the amplitude of the lower wall Ô intersect at 

º � 0.3 and º � 0.9. Moreover, figure (28) shows 

that Sherwood number §ℎ decreases with an increase 

in the non-uniform parameter of the tapered 

asymmetric channel Ó�. Note that the curves that 

captured in figure (28) intersect at º � 0. 

Furthermore, the difference of the Sherwood number 

§ℎ for different values of Ô and Ó� becomes lower 

along parallel coordinate º, then it increases at 

º � 0.3,  then it decreases again to end up with the 

minimum value. Note that the minimum value of 

Sherwood number §ℎ decreases by increasing the 

value of Ô and Ó�. Fig. (29) shows that the influence 

of  the temperature difference parameter �� on 

Sherwood number §ℎ is comparable to the impact of 

Ó� that is given in figure (28), but the curves for �� do 

not intersect at any point.  

6. Trapping phenomenon 

     Trapping is an interesting phenomenon in 

peristaltic transport that is referred to closed 

circulating streamlines that occur at high flow rates 

and for a very large occlusions. Streamlines under 

specified conditions in the wave frame split to trap a 

bolus moving with the wave speed.  For 

incompressible fluids in two dimensional flow, we 

may consider a stream function ã�º, Ä� as follows 

� � � äãäÄ  

Figs. (30) and (31) depict the influence of  

Forchheimer number �� and the couple stress 

parameter Æ�on the trapping. These figures reveal that 

the trapped bolus decreases in size with an increase 

of Forchheimer number ��, while it increases as Æ� 

increases.  

 

 

Figure 30: The streamlines contour is plotted for 

various values of �� 

7. Conclusion 

     In this study we discussed the influence of 

activation energyand cheical reaction, couple 

stresses, radiation, and Hall currents of peristaltic 

flow of MHD hyperbolic tangent nanofluid through a 
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non-Darcy porous medium in an inclined tapered 

asymmetric channel with heat and mass transfer.  

 

 

Figure 31: The streamlines contour is plotted for 

various values of Æ� 

The impact of viscous dissipation, Joule heating, heat 

generation/absorption, and thermal diffusion and 

diffusion thermo effect is involved. The coupled non-

linear equations governing the flow are simplified by 

using the long wavelength and low Reynolds number 

approximations. Then, the simplified equations are 

solved numerically by using a semi-analytical 

technique called homotopy perturbation method 

(HPM). Graphical results for velocity, temperature, 

and nanoparticle concentration profiles are obtained 

for various values of the involved parameters. 

Physical explanations of the obtained results have 

been provided [46-55]. Furthermore, graphs for heat 

transfer coefficient, entropy generation, Nusselt 

number, and Sherwood number have been presented. 

The key findings can be summed up as follows         

1. Weissenberg number �� has a dual behaviour on 

the velocity, temperature, and nanoparticle 

concentration profiles. 

2. Thermophoresis parameter ª¯ and Brownian 

motion parameter ª« have a dual behavior on 

the temperature distribution, while they 

decreases the velocity. 

3. Thermophoresis parameter ª¯ and Brownian 

motion parameter ª« affect the nanoparticle 

concentration profile in an opposite manner. 

4. The velocity distribution decreases with an 

increases of Æ�, Ø, ¦�, ª¯, ª«, ³, °Ô, Ô, «, ��, 

�¹ and Ó�, while it increases by increasing the 

value of �, Ò, Ù, ��, Ú, �, ��, and �   

5. The temperature profile enhances with an increase 

in °�, ³, ¦�, Ú, °Ô, Ô, «, Ó�, �, �, �� and �, while it 

decreases with an increase in the value of Ò, Æ�, Ù, Ø, 

��, �� and �¹. 

6. The nanoparticle concentration profile decreases 

with an increases in §¹, §�, ª¯, ³, Ú and ¦�, while it 

increases by increasing each of  Æ�, �, Ò, �, ª«, Ù, 

Ø, ��, and �. 

Nomenclature 

å, æ             velocity components in laboratory 

frame �, ç              velocity components in wave frame è, é              Cartesian coordinates in laboratory 

frame �, ê               Cartesian coordinates in wave frame  ¯                    time ¬                   pressure 
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Ô                   amplitude of the lower wall «                   amplitude of the upper wall Ø� , Ó�            non-uniform parameter of the 

tapered asymmetric channel Ü                   phase difference ë                   acceleration due to gravity Ò�                 Reynolds number ¦�                 uniform magnetic field ì                   temperature �                   concentration °í                  thermophoretic diffusion coefficient îí                 thermal diffusion ration ì�                 fluid mean temperature Ó�                  Permeability of the porous medium °±                  Brownian diffusion coefficient ¹ï                  concentration susceptibility °�                Dufour number §¹                 Schmidt number §�                 Soret number 

     ð�                 couple stress constant 

     ì�                 temperature at Ä � ℎ� ì�                 temperature at Ä � ℎ  ��                 concentration at Ä � ℎ� ��                 concentration at Ä � ℎ  �¹                Eckert number ¬�               Prandtl number ¦�               Brinkman number 

    Φ�                 heat generation/absorption parameter ³                  dimensional heat 

generation/absorption parameter ª¯                 thermophoresis parameter ª«                Brownian motion parameter Ú                  Hartman number 

     ð=                infinite shear rate viscosity for 

hyperbolic tangent fluid model 

     ð�                 zero shear rate viscosity for 

hyperbolic tangent fluid model 

     Ù                  power law index for hyperbolic 

tangent fluid model 

     ò                  time constant for hyperbolic tangent 

fluid model 

    ��                Weissenberg number Ò                  radiation parameter °Ô               Darcy number  ��                Forchheimer number  ��                temperature Grashof number �¹                concentration Grashof number 

     óí                thermal expansion coefficient 

     óô                 mass expansion coefficient 

     î²                chemical reaction rate constant 

     
»õö                  activation energy over Boltzmann 

constant 

     Æ�                 couple stress parameter  �                  chemical reaction parameter �                  activation energy parameter  

     ��                 the temperature difference parameter §¨¨ ,  §¨�,  §��   Extra stress tensor components     

 

Greek symbols �                  density ÷                  dynamic viscosity ø                  electric conductivity ù                  thermal conductivity ú                   kinematic viscosity  

     û                  wave number �                   dimensionless temperature �            dimensionless nanoparticle concentration 

Subscripts 

ü          fluid 

     �          nanoparticle 
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